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regulations is to make it easier for prospective homeowners to have

funds available for energy improvement in their new houses.(A) to

make it easier for prospective homeowners to have(B) to make easier

for prospective homeowners the having of(C) making it easier for

prospective homeowners so they can have(D) that prospective

homeowners more easily can have(E) for prospective homeowners

to more easily have62. The growing demand for housing, traffic

congestion, and longer commuting trips has all but eliminated the

cost advantage of owning a house in many rural communities.(A)

The growing demand for housing, traffic congestion, and longer

commuting trips has(B) Traffic congestion, the growing demand for

housing, and longer commuting trips has(C) Longer commuting

trips, traffic congestion, and the growing demand for housing has(D)

Traffic congestion, longer commuting trips, and the growing

demand for housing have(E) The growing demand for housing, as

well as traffic congestion and longer commuting trips, have63. In

June of 1989, Princeton Township approved a developer’s plans to

build 300 houses on a large portion of the 210-acre site of the Battle

of Princeton, one of only eight Revolutionary War battlefields that

had remained undeveloped.(A) one of only eight Revolutionary

War battlefields that had remained undeveloped(B) one of eight of

the only Revolutionary War battlefields that have remained



undeveloped(C) one of the only eight undeveloped Revolutionary

War battlefields that remains(D) only one of eight Revolutionary

War battlefields to remain undeveloped(E) only one of the eight

remaining undeveloped Revolutionary War battlefields64.

According to a recent study, the elderly in the United States are four

times more likely to give regular financial aid to their children as to

receive it from them.(A) the elderly in the United States are four

times more likely to give regular financial aid to their children as(B)

the elderly in the United States are four times as likely to give regular

financial aid to their children as it is for them(C) the elderly in the

United States are four times more likely to give regular financial aid

to their children than(D) it is four times more likely for the elderly in

the United States to give regular financial aid to their children than

they are(E) it is four times as likely that the elderly in the United

States will give their children regular financial aid as they are65.

Executives and federal officials say that the use of crack and cocaine

is growing rapidly among workers, significantly compounding the

effects of drug and alcohol abuse, which already are a cost to business

of more than $100 billion a year.(A) significantly compounding the

effects of drug and alcohol abuse, which already are a cost to business

of(B) significantly compounding the effects of drug and alcohol

abuse, which already cost business(C) significantly compounding

the effects of drug and alcohol abuse, already with business costs

of(D) significant in compounding the effects of drug and alcohol

abuse, and already costing business(E) significant in compounding

the effects of drug and alcohol abuse and already costs business66. In



the mid-1920’s the Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric

Company was the scene of an intensive series of experiments that

would investigate changes in working conditions as to their effects on

workers’ performance.(A) that would investigate changes in

working conditions as to their effects on workers’ performance(B)

investigating the effects that changes in working conditions would

have on workers’ performance(C) for investigating what are the

effects in workers’ performance that changes in working conditions

would cause(D) that investigated changes in working conditions’

effects on workers’ performance(E) to investigate what the effects

changes in working conditions would have on workers’

performance67. According to some economists, Japan is in danger

of plunging into a depression that, with double-digit unemployment,

could severely strain a society that regards lifetime employment as a

virtual right of citizenship.(A) that, with double-digit

unemployment, could severely strain(B) that, because of

double-digit unemployment, could be a severe strain for(C) with

double-digit unemployment, and it could severely strain(D) with

double-digit unemployment and could be a severe strain(E) with

double-digit unemployment and could severely strain68. During an

ice age, the buildup of ice at the poles and the 0drop in water levels

near the equator speed up the Earth’s rotation, like a spinning

figure skater whose speed increases when her arms are drawn in.(A)

like a spinning figure skater whose speed increases when her arms are

drawn in(B) like the increased speed of a figure skater when her arms

are drawn in(C) like a figure skater who increases speed while



spinning with her arms drawn in(D) just as a spinning figure skater

who increases speed by drawing in her arms(E) just as a spinning

figure skater increases speed by drawing in her arms69. The human

growth hormone, made by the pituitary gland, is secreted during

sleep in higher concentrations than when awake.(A) during sleep in

higher concentrations than when awake(B) when sleeping in higher

concentrations than waking hours(C) in higher concentrations

during sleeping than waking(D) in higher concentrations during

sleep than during waking hours(E) in higher concentrations when

asleep than when awake70. In Egypt in the late Paleolithic period, the

climate changed, pastures became deserts, and the inhabitants were

forced to withdraw to the land bordering the Nile from their hunting

grounds.(A) inhabitants were forced to withdraw to the land

bordering the Nile from their hunting grounds(B) inhabitants had

been forced to withdraw from their hunting grounds to the land that

bordered the Nile(C) inhabitants were forced to withdraw from their

hunting grounds to the land bordering the Nile(D) inhabitants

having been forced to, withdrew from their hunting grounds to the

land that bordered the Nile(E) inhabitants withdrew, because they

were forced to, from their hunting grounds to the land bordering the

Nile71. Federally imposed restrictions on how much they may pay

small savers has made difficulties for savings banks as they are

competing with such unregulated investment vehicles as money

market certificates.(A) has made difficulties for savings banks as they

are competing with such(B) has made difficulties for savings banks

competing with such(C) have made difficulties for savings banks as



they are competing with(D) have made it difficult for savings banks

to compete with such(E) have made it difficult for savings banks as

they are competing with such72. Although Ms. Bakara had

previously emphasized that she could not speak for other Black

people, she ventured to do so on this one occasion because she

firmly believed that many minority people, likely most, would agree

with her.(A) do so on this one occasion because she firmly believed

that many minority people, likely most, would agree(B) speak on this

one occasion since she firmly believed that many minority people,

likely most, would have agreed(C) so speak on this one occasion due

to her firmly believing that many minority people, even most, would

likely agree(D) do so on this one occasion because she firmly

believed that many minority people, if not most, would agree(E) do

so on this one occasion since she firmly believed many minority

people, and even most, would likely agree73. Piaget’s research

revealed that children can learn to count long before the recognition

that a pint of water poured from a small glass into a large one remains

the same amount of water.(A) the recognition that(B) they can

recognize that(C) they would recognize(D) they could have the

recognition of(E) having the recognition of74. Unlike their

counterparts in other Western democracies, the American labor

movement has never embraced revolutionary ideologies calling for

the ultimate transformation of the economic order.(A) Unlike their

counterparts in other Western democracies, the American labor

movement has never(B) Unlike that of their counterparts in other

Western democracies, the American labor movement has never(C)



Unlike its counterpart in other Western democracies, the American

labor movement never have(D) Unlike that of its counterparts in

other Western democracies, the American labor movement never

has(E) Unlike its counterparts in other Western democracies, the

American labor movement has never75. During her lecture the

speaker used map to clarify directional terms, for not everyone in

attendance was knowledgeable that winds are designated by the

direction from which they come.(A) or not everyone in attendance

was knowledgeable(B) for everyone in attendance did not know(C)

with everyone in attendance not knowing(D) with everyone

attending not knowledgeable(E) for not everyone attending knew
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